Comorbidity Clusters in Autism Spectrum Disorders: An Electronic Health Record Time-Series Analysis

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Individuals with autism spectrum disorders have a higher comorbidity burden than the general pediatric population, including higher rates of seizures, psychiatric illness, and gastrointestinal disorders.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: Comorbidities do not occur evenly. Our clustering analysis reveals subgroups characterized by seizure, psychiatric disorders, and complex multisystem disorders including auditory and gastrointestinal disorders. Correlations between seizure, psychiatric disorders, and gastrointestinal disorders are validated on a sample from a second hospital.

abstract

OBJECTIVE: The distinct trajectories of patients with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) have not been extensively studied, particularly regarding clinical manifestations beyond the neurobehavioral criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. The objective of this study was to investigate the patterns of co-occurrence of medical comorbidities in ASDs.

METHODS: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision codes from patients aged at least 15 years and a diagnosis of ASD were obtained from electronic medical records. These codes were aggregated by using phenotype-wide association studies categories and processed into 1350-dimensional vectors describing the counts of the most common categories in 6-month blocks between the ages of 0 to 15. Hierarchical clustering was used to identify subgroups with distinct courses.

RESULTS: Four subgroups were identified. The first was characterized by seizures (n = 120, subgroup prevalence 77.5%). The second (n = 197) was characterized by multisystem disorders including gastrointestinal disorders (prevalence 24.3%) and auditory disorders and infections (prevalence 87.8%), and the third was characterized by psychiatric disorders (n = 212, prevalence 33.0%). The last group (n = 4316) could not be further resolved. The prevalence of psychiatric disorders was uncorrelated with seizure activity (P = .17), but a significant correlation existed between gastrointestinal disorders and seizures (P < .001). The correlation results were replicated by using a second sample of 496 individuals from a different geographic region.

CONCLUSIONS: Three distinct patterns of medical trajectories were identified by unsupervised clustering of electronic health record diagnoses. These may point to distinct etiologies with different genetic and environmental contributions. Additional clinical and molecular characterizations will be required to further delineate these subgroups. Pediatrics 2014;133:1–10
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Clinical manifestations of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) beyond the core Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders criteria have been gaining increasing attention. With the prevalence of autism near 1%, understanding this comorbidity burden is especially important (not least because of the clinical resources this burden entails). Understanding the co-occurrence patterns among comorbidities in ASD is the first step for uncovering the underlying etiologies associated with ASD and stratifying the risk of various conditions across individuals with ASD.

Previous research has quantified the prevalence of various comorbidities in ASD, including the rates of gastrointestinal disorders and complaints, epilepsy, sleep disorders, muscle dystrophy, and psychiatric illness. However, with the exception of Kohane et al, these studies have involved small samples (under 200 individuals) and have focused on the prevalence of a single disorder. The distinct clinical trajectories of patients with ASD have not been extensively studied, particularly as regards to these comorbidities.

The objective of this study was to better understand the co-occurrence patterns of comorbidities in ASD. ASD is known to be a heterogeneous disorder with complex genetic underpinnings. Subsets of these variants are common to other diseases. For example, there exist mutations common to ASD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and schizophrenia. Mutations responsible for Rett syndrome and Fragile X carry a much higher risk of ASD and epilepsy. The association between peripartum infections and ASD is also well-documented. Subgroups clustered on clinical criteria may be enriched for different etiologies; if so, these criteria may then be used to specifically target and evaluate therapies or preventive measures.

We use electronic health records (EHRs) to cluster co-occurrence patterns of clinical conditions. EHR and claims data have large research potential to discover both disease–disease and disease–gene correlations. Studies have described procedures for assessing patient similarities between patients; applications include risk stratification strategies for diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Carney and Jones use claims data from a large provider to identify comorbidities associated with bipolar disorders. Particularly valuable is that these data already document the date of the clinic visit during which a disorder was reported.

Previous work in clustering phenotypes in ASD has relied on surveys and diagnostic tests, limiting the sample size. For example, Miles et al divide ASD into 2 clusters, “essential” and “complex” based on the manifestation of significant dysmorphology or microcephaly. They find that patients with complex ASDs have poorer outcomes, including lower IQ and more seizures. Other studies have focused on the core neurobehavioral criteria. Wiggins et al find clusters along disease severity, whereas Lane et al discover sensory processing subtypes. Other studies find clusters along cognitive, language, and behavioral criteria. Sacco et al find patterns among both neurodevelopmental factors as well as immune and circadian dysfunction.

Through the use of EHR data, we find distinct clinical trajectories of comorbidities outside of the core neurobehavioral ASD Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders criteria. From a sample of 4927 patients aged 15 years from a tertiary-care pediatric hospital (mean follow-up 11 years, SD 4.8 years), our clustering analyses revealed 3 high-morbidity subgroups: 1 characterized by seizures, 1 characterized by psychiatric disorders, and 1 characterized by more complex multi-system disorders. These phenotypic distinctions may point to distinct etiologies with different genetic and environmental contributions.

**METHODS**

**Patients**

We identified 13 740 individuals with at least 1 International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) code for ASD (299.00, 299.01, 299.80, 299.81, 299.90, 299.91) by using infrastructure from the 12b2 National Center for Biomedical Computing at Boston Children’s Hospital. Of these, 4934 individuals (78% boys) were at least 15 years old. Key patterns found among these individuals were examined for in a sample of 496 (80% boys) individuals from Wake Forest University Health Sciences (the full study could not be replicated because of the small sample size). The institutional review boards of Harvard Medical School, Boston Children’s Hospital, and Wake Forest University reviewed and approved the research protocol.

**Methods**

The 6905 ICD-9 codes present in our data were aggregated into 802 categories used in phenotype-wide association studies (PheWAS). Procedure codes were ignored. The ICD-9 codes for key categories are provided in the Supplemental Information. Individuals with more than 50 instances of the same category code in a 6-month period were excluded because their records were dominated by conditions unrelated to ASD (e.g., renal failure, oncology visits).

Finally, we only considered categories that had at least 5% prevalence in the sample. This pre-processing resulted in 45 common category codes and 4927 individuals.

For each patient, we constructed a time-series with 30 6-month windows from
birth to age 15. For each time window, we counted the number of occurrences of each of the 45 categories for that patient in that window. This processing step resulted in a $30 \times 45 = 1350$-dimensional vector of counts per patient. Hierarchical clustering by using a Euclidean distance and Ward’s method resulted in 4 clusters, where clusters were constrained to a minimum size of 2% of the overall sample. Differences between the clusters were assessed by using permutation tests. We computed a $\chi^2$ statistic comparing the expected number of code counts in each time window in each cluster to the observed numbers for each patient. Next, the same statistic was recomputed on 15,000 permutations of the patients. Thus, the permutations preserved the cluster sizes and the intrapatient comorbidity statistics. The empirical $P$ value for each cluster was computed by comparing the $\chi^2$ statistic for our clustering to the empirical distribution created from the permutations. The number of permutations was chosen to estimate small $P$ values to sufficient precision to then apply a Bonferroni multiple hypothesis correction to these $P$ values.

Analyses were performed by using Matlab 7.14.0.739 (Mathworks; Natick, MA) (R2012a) and R 2.15.2 (R Foundation; Vienna, Austria).

**RESULTS**

The hierarchical clustering resulted in 4 clusters (Table 1). Three clusters were small ($n = 120$, 197, 212), and the final cluster ($n = 4316$) could not be further resolved into subgroups. Eighty-two outliers were excluded because they were far from all the other clusters and each other. Individuals in the smaller subgroups averaged over 5 times more codes than the larger subgroup, suggesting that the smaller subgroups had higher morbidity than the overall sample. Subgroup 1 had slightly fewer boys and the oldest age of first diagnosis. Individuals in subgroups 1 and 2 had more diagnoses of autism than Asperger syndrome, whereas subgroup 3 had more individuals with Asperger syndrome.

Subgroup characteristics are summarized in Table 2 and Fig 1 (the ICD-9 codes used to define these comorbidities are in the Supplemental Information). Subgroup 1 was characterized by seizures (prevalence 77.5%). Subgroup 2 was characterized by multisystem disorders including gastrointestinal disorders (24.4%) and early ear infections and auditory disorders (87.8%). Subgroup 3 was characterized by psychiatric disorders (prevalence 33.0%). All of these subgroups had higher levels of cardiac disorders (30.8%, 33.0%, and 24.0%, compared with 6.9%) and intellectual disability (60.0%, 48.7%, and 27.8%, compared with 12.7%). The final subgroup had no significantly elevated comorbidities, so we now focus on the 3 high-morbidity subgroups.

The temporal patterns of developmental delays varied between the subgroups. Individuals in subgroup 2, characterized by multisystem disorders, had a spike in diagnoses for developmental delays (ICD-9 codes starting with 315) at age 2.5 (Fig 2). Specific developmental delays for individuals in subgroup 1 rose steadily through age 5. In contrast, subgroup 3 had steady and relatively low prevalence of specific developmental delays through age 15. Table 3 shows the specific ICD-9 codes contributing to the developmental delays for each subgroup. Codes for expressive language disorder (315.31) were more common in subgroups 2 and 3, and codes for mixed developmental disorder (315.5) were more common in subgroups 1 and 2. These patterns are consistent with higher proportion of autism in subgroups 1 and 2 and Asperger syndrome in subgroup 3.

Finally, the rates of visits where ASD diagnoses were recorded varied widely between the different subgroups (Fig 3). Individuals in subgroup 3, the group characterized by psychiatric disorders, had the earliest ASD diagnoses; whether that was the case because their ASDs were more clear and thus diagnosed earlier, because their psychiatric disorder was initially...
misdiagnosed as an ASD, or because of the specialties present at the hospital cannot be determined from these data.

Characteristics of Each Subgroup

We now summarize the comorbidities that were statistically significant at the \( \alpha = .05 \) level for each subgroup after Bonferroni correction. All 802 comorbidities were included as part of the multiple hypothesis correction, and complete P-value tables are included in the Supplemental Information.

To summarize the most relevant information, the plots do not reveal all of the statistically significant comorbidities for each cluster, as even after Bonferroni correction some subgroups had tens of associated conditions. We only plot categories associated with specific conditions (excluding categories with names containing “other,” “nonspecific,” “unspecified,” or “symptom”). We also only plot comorbidities with elevated rates in the subgroup, have a subgroup prevalence \( \geq 5\% \), and an interquartile range \( > 3\% \) (reveal changes over time).

The defining characteristic of the first subgroup was seizures (Fig 4), although several comorbidities (including gastrointestinal conditions, cerebral palsy, and disorders of the visual pathways) survived the Bonferroni correction. The rate of convulsions rises at approximately age 3 then stays steady; increasing diagnoses of epilepsy are seen starting at age 3 and continuing through age 15, likely because the convulsions are now being diagnosed as epilepsy.

Figure 5 shows the prevalence trajectory of comorbidities associated with subgroup 2. This subgroup contained multisystem disorders including gastrointestinal disorders, disorders and infections of the ear, cardiac disorders, and congenital anomalies. Individuals in this clinical phenotype had an elevated prevalence of seizures, psychiatric disorders, and cerebral palsy. However, they appeared to be distinct individuals with just one of those conditions as they also had the most diagnostic codes overall (Table 1).

Subgroup 3 was characterized by psychiatric disorders, including episodic mood disorders, bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety dissociative and somatoform disorders, conduct disorders, and hyperkinetic syndrome of childhood (Fig 6). Except for hyperkinetic syndrome of childhood, which rose in prevalence starting at age 5, these disorders were diagnosed later, rising gradually between the ages of 5 and 15. Diagnoses of anxiety-related disorders spiked sharply after age 11.

Finally, diagnosing ASD in an individual with cerebral palsy or blindness can be challenging. We recomputed the clustering with individuals with those diagnoses removed. The first and third subgroups (characterized by seizures and psychiatric disorders) stayed similar. The second subgroup, with individuals characterized by multisystem disorders, absorbed some of the higher-morbidity individuals from subgroup 3 when many of previous higher-morbidity individuals were removed. Thus, the clustering patterns described above appear to be legitimate patterns in ASD, not just artifacts of other conditions.
Validation: Separation Between Psychiatric and Multisystem Disorders

The 3 subgroups from our original clustering analysis consisted of <10% of the overall sample. Thus, we could not validate the subgroups in a smaller sample of only 496 individuals from a different hospital (a comparison of the 2 hospital samples are in the Supplemental Information). However, we could validate the apparent distinction between individuals with only psychiatric disorders (subgroup 3) and individuals with seizures and multisystem disorders (subgroups 1 and 2).

We hypothesized that psychiatric disorders would not be significantly correlated with seizures or gastrointestinal disorders, whereas seizures and gastrointestinal disorders would be significantly correlated. In the original Boston Children’s Hospital sample, there was no evidence for correlation between psychiatric disorders and seizures (Fisher’s exact uncorrected \( P = .17 \)) or psychiatric disorders and gastrointestinal disorders (Fisher’s exact uncorrected \( P = .04 \)) and strong evidence for a correlation between seizures and gastrointestinal disorders (Fisher’s exact uncorrected \( P < .001 \)).

These hypotheses were supported in the Wake Forest individuals: after a Bonferroni correction, we found no evidence for a correlation between psychiatric disorders and seizures (Fisher’s exact uncorrected \( P = .13 \)) or psychiatric disorders and gastrointestinal disorders.
disorders (Fisher’s exact uncorrected $P = .64$) but strong evidence for a correlation between seizures and gastrointestinal disorders (Fisher’s exact uncorrected $P < .001$). There was no evidence for a difference between the statistics of the 2 samples ($\chi^2$ simulated $P$ value with Yates correction $P = .22$). Our findings are consistent with the lack of correlation between medical and psychiatric comorbidities in Ming et al.1

DISCUSSION

The prevalence of the comorbidities described in here are higher in the ASD population than in the general pediatric population, even in tertiary care centers,5 and echo the differences between essential and complex ASDs described by Miles et al.33 Thus, although these co-occurrence patterns may occur for many reasons (a disease, or its treatment, may make the patient more vulnerable for another; genetic variants may have pleiotropic effects that include autism and other comorbidities; and environmental insults may also have pleiotropic effects), we do not believe these findings are simply incidental.

Subgroup 1

Seizures, present in 77.5% of individuals in subgroup 1, are 1 of the best-known comorbidities of autism. The mutations responsible for Rett syndrome21 and Fragile X22 carry a much higher risk of ASD and epilepsy, but the mechanism remains poorly understood.43 The high rate of intellectual disability (60.0%) in this subgroup is consistent with connections between intellectual disability, epilepsy, and ASD to the ARX (Aristaless related homeobox) gene.44 More generally, high rates of intellectual disability can act as a proxy for more severe ASDs, and epilepsy is associated with more severe ASDs.9,10 Subgroup 1 had the lowest proportion of boys, and past studies have revealed the association between epilepsy, intellectual disability, and ASD to be stronger in female patients.45 Overlap between ASD, epilepsy, and cerebral palsy has also been documented,46 with recent work pointing to common genetic etiologies.47
Subgroup 2

With an intellectual disability rate of 48.7%, subgroup 2 was also characterized by relatively severe ASDs. Several correlations found in subgroup 2 have been previously reported in autism, including cardiac and auditory disorders, asthma and other autoimmune disorders, and congenital anomalies involving the ear, eye, and cranial nerve. Konstantareas and Homatidis noted that the severity of autistic features was correlated with ear infections; higher rates of hearing loss have also been observed in the overall sample.

The complex multisystem interactions in this group suggest a different etiology than in subgroup 1. Multiple studies of autism have demonstrated abnormal chemokine responses to toll-like receptor ligands and abnormal natural killer cell response to stimulation. These might contribute to an abnormal immune response to infection and manifest itself as increased ear infections. The association between peripartum infections and ASD may be a manifestation of the same pleiotropy.

Mutations in the CaV1.2 channel have been associated with a combination of autism, bipolar disorder, cardiac disorders, and immunologic disorders. However, more refinement will be needed to understand these interactions.

Subgroup 3

Subgroup 3 had the highest rate of individuals with Asperger syndrome and the lowest rate of intellectual disability (27.8%) among the 3 high-morbidity subgroups. The comorbidities in this group were largely psychiatric disorders (especially anxiety). High functioning children with autism often suffer more from anxiety than their normally developing counterparts, and correlations have been found between higher-functioning individuals with ASD and bipolar disorder. A growing number of studies have revealed mutations common to autism, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and schizophrenia.

The only nonpsychiatric comorbidities associated with subgroup 3 were asthma and cardiac dysrhythmia. Known

*In the PheWAS clustering, cardiac dysrhythmias include ventricular flutter, fibrillation, and premature beats; atrial fibrillation and flutter and tachycardias are not included.
associations with cardiac dysrhythmias and autism include velocardiofacial syndrome and chromosomal disorders of 22q11. Velocardiofacial syndrome is also associated with a variety of affective and neuropsychiatric disorders besides ASD. There also exist associations between heart disease and both anxiety and major depression, as well as the drugs used to treat them. The connections between the nonpsychiatric and the psychiatric disorders suggest that psychiatric disorders are the main characteristic of this subgroup.

The 3 high-morbidity subgroups had distinct pathophysiological mechanisms, the heterogeneity of the ASD comorbidity spectrum mirrors the heterogeneity observed in genome-wide studies of variants associated with ASD and gene expression. How our pathophysiological subgroups map to genome-scale heterogeneity remains unknown, but our subgroups suggest a group structure worth investigating with these molecular measures. Specifically, analyzing individuals with ASD as a single group may have blurred the different etiologies responsible for this heterogeneous disease. The study presented here may support the exploration of the underlying distinct pathobiologies of children with ASD by providing subpopulations, which are enriched for these distinct mechanisms. If these subpopulations have homogeneous etiological mechanisms, then specifically targeted therapies or preventive measures can be evaluated.

Limitations
Although many of the observed co-occurrence patterns are supported in the literature, our analysis can only be considered preliminary because of our reliance on ICD-9 codes and intermittent hospital visits. Originally developed for billing, one cannot distinguish between diseases and symptom-complexes just from these codes. In particular, 364 individuals in our sample had diagnoses for ASD and cerebral palsy or blindness, which makes the diagnosis of ASD challenging. Without inspecting the clinical notes for these patients, we cannot be sure if these individuals had one, both, or none of these conditions. We also have no information about conditions that were not diagnosed at the particular hospital. The mean ages of the first ASD code in our study is high (between 7.6 and 9.5 years) for a disorder that is usually diagnosed in early childhood. Thus, these individuals were likely diagnosed, and treated, elsewhere before coming to the tertiary-care hospital. Finally, the reported conditions are biased by the specialists available at the hospital; the absence of a condition may only indicate that the patient sought treatment of that condition elsewhere.

Finally, from a technological perspective, our analyses are easy to replicate in other hospital samples (as we did) because we rely on ICD-9 codes recorded in EHRs. However, extracting data from health care systems does require that the institution invest in extracting and standardizing the data from their EHR system. Although the i2b2 infrastructure is a free and open source platform used by over 100 academic health centers, each of these centers has invested in managing the data extraction process. This investment is typically < 1% of the cost of implementing an EHR, but that portion remains a large number in absolute terms.

CONCLUSIONS
Three distinct medical trajectories were identified by unsupervised clustering of EHR diagnoses of individuals with ASD. Our analysis confirms the heterogeneity of the ASD, now in the landscape of comorbidities. Each of these subgroups averaged more diagnostic codes in the first 15 years of life than the remaining overall sample. The first subgroup was characterized by seizures, the second by multisystem disorders, and the third by psychiatric disorders. Each of these groups may point to distinct etiologies with different genetic and environmental contributions.

Although preliminary, our study provides guidance for the expensive prospective, longitudinal studies that would be needed to validate these findings. By providing hypotheses of groups to follow, our work may help target recruitment efforts and focus analysis objectives. Meanwhile, further refinement of these categories by using additional clinical and molecular characterizations, as well as more sophisticated time-series analysis techniques, will undoubtedly recover finer patterns in the clinical trajectories of ASD.
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